Keeping Wide Openings From Attracting The Wrong Crowd
CHALLENGE
When a popular sports bar in Downtown Overland Park, Kansas decided a renovation would enhance the dining and sports viewing experience and drive higher
guest counts, health codes threatened to kibosh some forward thinking designs.
Mars Air Systems was part of a rescue served up to meet regulatory requirements,
amplify guest comfort, and cut utility bills. It began when plans for the landmark
Maloney’s Sports Bar & Grill specified resort-evoking amenities that included an
enclosed rooftop bar with a track-guided garage door able to open wide and bring
the outdoors in. And, a series of fold-out windows along the second-floor dining
area was included to provide unobstructed views of the street action below. Both
unscreened openings – while being enormously appealing to diners and drawing them back for repeat experiences – triggered Johnson County health code
regulations that prohibit such open exposure to flying pests in food prep and food
serving areas. The predicament? The large garage door effectively rolled right into
the space where the Mars air curtain is traditionally stationed as a sentry to guard
against flying pests that carry communicable diseases and pathogens.

THE SOLUTION
In partnership with Heaven Engineering, a cleverly designed exterior-mount solution provided a simple ledge to cradle the hard-working air curtain units while
doing double duty as an architectural feature. A painted custom-made protective
covering was then placed around the units to shield them from the often harsh Midwestern elements while blending in with the building and appearing to be part of
an intentional facade. Now the threat of flies and mosquitos has been halted as the
air curtains provide the proven invisible protective shield the health code demands.
Able to operate continuously whenever the garage door or windows are open and
provide trusted defense, patron experiences are also separated as any drifting cigar
or cigarette smoke from guests on the patio is safeguarded from reaching inside
diners. Everyone viewing a game on one of 19 HD plasma TVs has the experience
they prefer. The Downtown Overland Park Partnership recognized the improvements Maloneys made with an investment award and guests share their appreciation by spending more time in the one of the many dining environments Maloney’s
is now able to offer their guests.
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FLIES ALONE ARE PROVEN CARRIERS OF MORE
THAN 100 INFECTIOUS AGENTS FOR HUMANS.

PRODUCING NON-TRADITIONAL SOLUTIONS

TOP CHAINS ORDER UP PEAK PERFORMERS
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